Architectural wainscoting that make a lasting Impression

INNOVATIVE DESIGNS & QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP

2010 Collection
Add beauty, elegance and sophistication to any home interior or business with our selection of elegant trims and wainscoting.

Elite TrimWorks specializes in the manufacturing, installation and shipping of fine architectural interior mouldings and wainscoting direct to your project nationwide.

Our extensive offering consists of: a full lineup of beadboard wainscoting kits along with beaded trims, planks and sheets; practically any type of wainscot panels at all, our exclusive “Wall Paneled Wainscot”; and a full lineup of interior trimwork and architectural columns.

When people think of trimwork and wainscoting, visions of style, grace and opulence inevitably come to mind. Mouldings and wainscoting will help transform an otherwise ordinary home into a showpiece in very little time. Look around and you will find both these wall and ceiling treatments in historic buildings, churches, banks, and exclusive homes.

Our paint grade wainscot kits and mouldings are made from a combination pre-primed finger-jointed hardwood Poplar and MDF or Medium Density Fiberboard.

**Most wainscot systems are available in stain-grade oak, maple or cherry.**
As a convenience, we also offer a wide variety of ceiling medallions, columns, baseboard, chair rails, casings and other accents that are designed to add beauty and elegance to any interior.

See our website for our interior and exterior trimwork and architectural columns.
A New Spin On Traditional Wainscoting!

Truly Customizable Wainscoting Systems - Delivered Right to Your Door

In the days before paint was scrubbable and wallpaper was mass-produced, wainscoted walls served a practical purpose; covering the lowest and most vulnerable portion of a wall. Covering with wood paneling provided an attractive and decorative wall treatment tough enough to withstand cleaning and resist any damages due to everyday use.

Even with today’s modern paint and wallpapers, wainscoting still serves its intended protective purpose; however people use it most often because of the way it transforms a bland space into an elegant room by adding interesting detail to walls that don’t otherwise have any built-in character.

Sure, that all sounds reasonable until you start to consider the cost. Until recently the trouble was, if you wanted wainscoting you either had to make-do by faking the look with trim applied directly to the wall or spend a lot of money on a custom carpenter and custom-shaped panels. Now with high speed production techniques and modern, precision made Primed poplar and MDF rails, Elite TrimWorks makes installing your own wainscoting a more viable option.

The genius of our unique Wall Paneled Wainscot system is the way it delivers so much value for so little money. Take a look and see for yourself. Each 8-foot kit includes everything you need: base rail, stiles, top rail and shoe moulding. Fasten these parts to any smooth wall and you’re done. Existing wall surfaces act as panels, creating the traditional flavor of authentic wainscoting at a fraction of the cost and none of the hassles. We’ve even negotiated discounted shipping rates for you!
Figuring out what you need is even easier than installation. Just measure the total length of the walls you plan to enhance, then order the number of 8 foot kits required. The standard height is 38” which works well for either 9 or 10 foot ceilings. Either way, there’s something important you need to understand. Since the system has no panels, you’re free to position the vertical stiles anywhere you want for a balanced appearance.

Kits are also available for both curved and straight staircases.
You can buy raised panel wainscoting kits from a handful of different suppliers, but no one else offers the one crucial feature you get with Elite: Customizability. To see why this is so important, you need to understand the forgotten secret behind the world’s greatest wainscot installations.

Wainscoting looks best when each panel on a wall is the same width. This seems simple enough, but there’s a hitch. Every wall in the world is also a different length. That’s why other wainscoting manufacturers force you to use standard-width panels to cover most of the wall, with partial panels cut to finish up at each end. Not us. We take aesthetics far too seriously for that kind of short-cut.
Our raised panels come with ready-milled beveled edges on all four sides, though we hope you saw one edge off each panel. That’s how you get the all-important equal panel width right across a wall.

On the raised panels system you’ll need to re-establish the beveled edge, of course, and this is where our customizable design comes in.

Panel Kits available in paint grade as well as Oak, Maple or Cherry

All Elite raised panels are milled in our shop using a standard Freud router bit – the very same bit you need to recreate panel profiles after custom trimming. Buy the bit from us or any Freud dealer. It’s up to you. This open-book design feature reduces skill and tool requirements to the point where any carpenter or handy homeowner can install the kind of custom wainscoting that only specialists used to be able to produce. Each of our raised panel kits include everything you need to cover an 8-foot wall: stiles, top rail, bottom rail, plus the pre-milled raised panels. All paneled kits are offered in paint grade or stain grade hardwoods.
Beaded Panel Stairway

Whether or not you are working on a straight walls or a staircase, in one weekend you can turn your home into a showpiece with Elite Wall Paneled Wainscoting Stair Kits. Our Stair Kits are made to continue at the same wall height as the rest of the project. Customization of the Stiles is required and easily done using our custom designed Wainscot bit. Each stair kit contains enough material to cover an 8 foot wall lengthwise.

Why is panelled wainscot the oldest and most respected of all wall options? It’s just plain gorgeous. Who can resist the eye-catching shadow lines created as light washes across the profile of delicately beveled panels? And with our Elite Panel kits, you get all this plus the chance to customize panel width perfectly for your room. If you’ve got your heart set on authentic panelled wainscoting, why settle for anything less?
In recent years the wood industry has moved away from manufacturing Beadboard from solid hardwoods towards a veneer core or MDF laminated with a hardwood veneer. Hardwoods tend to warp. The veneer core is more stable and less conducive to warping. If you are staining, the veneered core will accept stain as if you were using a solid hardwood; our Beadboard is laminated to a veneer core instead of a MDF core for a superior, stained finish, without compromising the authentic appearance of wood.

Beaded Panels add texture to walls
Want to add an aire of refinement and history to your home? 
All it takes is one weekend.

With so many different BeadBoard wainscoting to choose from, it is hard to answer this question sometimes, without looking at all the benefits that each product has to offer.

Here at Elite Trimworks we make it quick and easy to add traditional elegance to houses everywhere. Our beadboard wainscoting kits let you turn back the clock in the best possible sense of the phrase. BeadBoard is a traditional architectural feature that includes delicate, vertical grooves—‘beads’—milled into wood. Beadboard can be used as stand-alone wall paneling or surrounded by stiles and rails as part of a wainscoting installation. Either way, beads are key. They conceal joints and any slight mismatch between neighboring panels. They also provide just enough visual interest to attract the eye. Closely spaced beading looks best in shorter installations, wider bead spacing for taller ones.

The **Elite Bayside** is our most formal beadboard wainscot kit. It’s available in paint grade, red oak, hard maple or cherry kits suitable for staining. The paint grade, MDF system uses 8-inch-wide interlocking planks divided into three beads. The horizontal bottom and top rails are also notched to fit over the ends of the beadboard planks, making it easy to achieve tight joints and professional results. One design feature that gives the Bayside its appeal is the generous bottom rail. It’s a full 7 inches tall. That’s wide enough to let it stand out proudly, even in the largest rooms. Like all our wainscot kits, each Bayside covers 8 running feet of wall, up to 44 inches high. Just don’t be fooled by the formal good looks. **The Bayside is easy to install, too – ideal for any do-it-yourselfer.**
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An Extensive Line

Sold in easy to assemble kits.
Elite Cottage Beadboard is one of our most economical wainscot options. Want to cover a large wall space? Need to deal with flood-damaged walls in a way that won't break the bank? Cottage beadboard might just be ideal for you. It uses sheet-style beading (as opposed to planks), a simple cap moulding that fits on top, and a one-piece lower rail. All this adds up to a handful of benefits: easier cutting, nailing, finishing, all at an economical cost. Every Cottage Beadboard kit covers 12 running feet of wall (that’s 50% more than our other kits), with a 40 inch finished height. Simplicity of design makes Cottage Beadboard easy to customize, too.

Our Elite WidePlank Baseboard is just like the Bayside, except for one thing. Vertical planks have beads spaced twice as far apart. This adds an authentic, nautical flavor to the installation that’s ideal for many kinds of rooms. At the moment, WidePlank beadboard is available in paint grade MDF. Stain-grade versions in Oak, Maple and Cherry will soon be available.

We also offer Beadboard Sheets in a variation of different sizes. You can choose to have your beads made 1½”, 2” or 3” on center and the sheets are available in MDF, oak maple cherry or any other wood type that you may prefer.

We always stock Elite beadboard kits, so delivery is fast, too. Order by 10 AM and we’ll ship the same day by speedy ground service. You’ll get your order a few days later. Just think what your home could look like this time next week.
We manufacture and stock hundreds of products. For complete up-to-date details, and to view our extensive product line and pricing, visit our website at:

www.elite.trimworks.com
Tel: 905-760-1665

Got questions? Call for details, or email us with inquiries. We’re standing by, ready to help you choose the right product, determine how much material you really need, coordinate safe delivery of your order, and provide reliable installation tips.

All Elite Trimworks products are packaged in protective boxes and are available for immediate shipping. We offer free samples on selected products so that you can get a better idea of how they can be applied to your renovation, for details visit our website or call us.
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